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Keith Jones in his late teens, running away from the pack during a local half-miler

I'm a little embarrassed to describe myself as a veteran at Team Bath AC, when I look at
the running feats among the ladies and gents who (I am sure won't mind me saying) are a
fair bit senior than I. It's an environment that never leaves me short of inspiration, and
gives me hope for what I might achieve into my 50s, 60s, 70s, even 80s.
 
So this week's issue is dedicated to the veteran runner. If you're not there yet, don't think
this issue isn't for you. If you want to be "running for life", listen to the wise word of this
week's contributors for tips to keep you ticking over for as long as your engine ticks! 
 
First up we hear from Keith, now a MV80, who has performed at a consistently high level
throughout his extraordinarily long running career. A nice segway from the burst of interest
in orienteering triggered by the recent Christmas Club run, we hear that Keith was twice
British Champion (age-group) in sprint distance orienteering.
 
Next we hear from Ilana who generously shares the results of some considerable
researching into what it takes to carry on running into your 50s and beyond. Covering



every angle, I would be astonished if even the most experienced of us don't learn a thing
or two from a very well rounded article.
 
And then we hear from Mike. Ever wondered what those strange percentages are that
Parkrun attach to your result? Wonder no more. Mike opens our eyes to age-grading, the
maths behind the score and its validity in application across competitions. It provokes
worthy consideration for how we at TBAC could, or should, embrace this way of evaluating
race results.
 
Finally, we wrap up with some race results, including of course the recent British Masters
Athletics Virtual 10k Challenge. What could be more apt?!
 
So make a brew (maybe enough for two cups - these articles aren't short), kick-back and
learn from the Masters!
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org

Running at 80
By Keith Jones
 
Joining the rarified ranks of the M80s in June was a critical juncture in my running life. 
With a decent but not particularly special 5km PB of 16:14 set when I was 20 (actually it
was 15:40 for 3 miles on a grass track at RAF Yatesbury, running for Westbury Harriers),
plus a marathon PB of 2:53:00, I was hoping to sign off with a sub-2-hour half marathon. 
This would have sounded ludicrously slow to my 20-year-old self, but it’s a time that no
M80 in the UK managed in 2019. I thought it was achievable … but then along came the
coronavirus.
 
For an elite athlete in their 20s a few months delay might not have much impact, but I can
tell you that for someone a lot older it can make a big difference. Age-related loss of
speed appears to be gradual until you’re about 40 (my 5km time at that age was only a
minute slower than my PB, a decline of only 0.6 secs/km a year), but thereafter gets
steeper. From 40 to 80 I have become 50% slower. This is bang on the rate indicated in
the calculator produced by Yale economics professor Ray Fair at
https://fairmodel.econ.yale.edu/aging/index.htm. His analysis says that from age 40 to 50
you will slow by 10%, to 60 by 22%, to 70 by 34% and to 80 by 50%. Try and beat those
figures!
 
What is different about running now compared with my younger self? Physically, while my
cadence has remained much the same, my stride length has shortened by about 40% (I
know that because of my ingrained habit of counting paces) which would account for
about 60% of the total slowdown, so the rest must be down to decreasing VO2 max and a
less efficient cardio-vascular system. Keeping training regularly is the only way to mitigate
against these effects, though you have to guard against overdoing it. These days I try to
run only every other day, and keep it simple, usually a ‘long’ run, a faster steady run, and
an intervals or hills day.
 
Age-grouping is a big motivator. It has certainly kept me going and I suspect that without it
a lot of runners would have given up long ago. Of course some have, for various reasons,
which has meant that the size of the peer group has got smaller. I am under no illusions

http://teambathac.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=BA85518&e=11C362E&c=F196A&t=0&email=u629SG%2BpQUdkh01Z1H9aoWjd3CZMXyVOfNcRodO0Zw0%3D&seq=1


that though I have done well in my age group, there are better runners out there who have
retired prematurely!
 
Another factor in my continuing to run was adding variety by taking up orienteering in my
late 20s. It added a different physical dimension to the road running I continued to do. 
Though I was/am a decent map reader I lacked the special blend of strength and flexibility
needed for weaving in and out of the vegetation, over rough underfoot conditions in at
best undulating terrain and at worst steep hills, so I was never more than a bit above
average at this. Note that the top UK male orienteers are sub-14mins 5km/63 mins half
marathon performers. As an adjunct to orienteering I also ran the Karrimor mountain
marathon (now the OMM) four times, which requires some map-reading skills but is then
mainly an exercise in route choice. More suited to my abilities has been “sprint”
orienteering (13-15 mins winning time) which was introduced into the UK in about 2000. 
This usually takes place in urban-like areas (e.g. university campuses) and was greatly to
my liking - terrain much more predictable - and I did quite well (twice British Champ in my
age group).
 
In a recent newsletter Paul King recommended Matt Fitzgerald’s book 80/20 running. 
Reading this was a bit nostalgic as a lot of the training ideas mentioned go back to the
1950s and earlier. My early inspiration was watching Chataway beat Kuts over 5000m on
TV in 1954. At school those of us not interested in or hopeless at football were allowed to
run around the playing fields (I don’t think this was meant as a punishment!). Our PE
teacher introduced circuit training (the original HIIT - l loved it!), and the Harvard Step
Test. My heroes were Gordon Pirie and Herb Elliott, and I picked up training ideas from
Gerschler (heart rate recovery), Cerruty, Stampfl, Lydiard (LSD), all mentioned in 80/20
running.
 
But implementing the ideas has been half-hearted. Temperamentally I have shied away
from high-volume training, and have not been disciplined enough or willing to spend the
time to do the really hard stuff, be it 3-hour long slow runs, or 20 x 400m intervals. I settled
for just doing enough to put in a reasonable performance, so e.g. never doing over-
distance runs when approaching a half marathon, or doing only 8 hill repeats when others
did 10. The shame of it! But perhaps a benefit has been very few running-related injuries.  
As I have aged it has suited me to prioritise shorter, sharper runs to delay loss of speed,
and also - when I remember - to do more core and upper-body sessions. With several
parkrun age-group records to my name, I must be doing something right.
 
I know I’m not going to get any quicker now. But there is still time to improve my pace
judgement. In that 2:53 marathon I went through 10 miles in 61 mins (2:40 pace) and
gradually slowed. And in last year’s Great South Run (10 miles) I clocked my fastest 10km
of the year before practically walking the last mile.
 
There’s another reason why I won’t get any quicker. On Friday 11 December I did some
hard (for me) hills, and my lungs and chest felt pretty sore afterwards. At home I
recovered more slowly than usual, and the next morning the pain returned more strongly,
enough to have me lying on the floor. My wife called 999 and ten minutes later I was being
checked over by paramedics who then took me to A&E at the RUH. A minor heart attack
was confirmed and on the Monday I underwent angioplasty and had a stent fitted in my
right coronary artery.



 
I should have “listened to my body” more. I had had similar but lesser pains around
June/July when trying to post a good time for the England Athletics Virtual 5km
Championships (at least I managed that!), but assumed they just reflected the extra effort. 
I am now in rehab, walking daily, and won’t even contemplate runs for another couple of
months.
 
Let my mistake be a lesson to you all: get any chest pains checked - don’t try to run
through them!

60 years on, Keith looking as fit as ever at the Great South Run. Inspirational stuff.

Training for the over-50s endurance athlete -
USE IT OR LOSE IT!
By Ilana Wigfield
 
There is definitely life after 50! Many TBACers are over 50 and smashing goals. You’ve
already heard from Jo Thompson... Alison Vuagniaux qualified for Kona in Ironman and
we have lots of vets with national vests, such as Tom Hutchison and Mike Dooley. Most of
us are interested in how to optimally adapt training over 50, and how to best maintain
fitness and health, and achieve our own possibly lower-end goals. Being a doctor, now of
a certain age (!), I have done a lot of reading and research into the physiology of this topic,
which I’ve been asked to share.
 
For many athletes in their 50s, some of the competing demands of family have started to
change and become more manageable alongside a consistent training programme, and
consistency is key. Perhaps the greatest advantage of being over 50 is having a different
mindset - perhaps more process-orientated, and glad to be out there. Some would even
say that having endured more life-experience, races and training over the years, that it’s
easier to endure longer races such as ultras. Enough babble - onto the science!



 
We can break down the differences into these areas:

1. Natural age-related changes
2. Types of training - should this change?
3. Recovery - optimal recovery is key for the over 50s.

Changes as you age.
You will get slower over 50 and even more so over 60 etc. (you can reduce that, but not
stop it completely). There are three main factors that define our running speed. Two are
fitness-related, and one is “running economy”. 
1. Aerobic capacity - your ability to take up and use oxygen (i.e. your VO2 max) changes
the most in the majority of athletes - about 0.5% per year, more if you become non-active,
but much less in those who train it specifically. Aerobic capacity decrease is linked to
decreasing muscle function, which is hormonally related in both men and women.
Maximum Heart Rate affects it too, and used to be thought to automatically decrease. 
Actually, MHR is well preserved if training hard, especially in women. The other factor is
stroke volume - how much blood each heart beat pumps around, and again is maintained
when trained. 
2. Lactate threshold also goes down, but usually less so, and is better preserved in those
athletes who target it in training.
3. Economy, i.e. how efficiently you run, tends to decrease with stiffness in joints and
weaker muscles. It is better preserved if you work on it. That is helped by strength and
mobility work, drills and focussing on cues as you run. The constant repair processes
ongoing in our joints, muscles and especially tendons are slower than in our youth. This
needs careful consideration in planning training. They are also more susceptible to acute
injury.
 
Take home message: The good news is that training with high intensity preserves our
fitness & health the best - and is also arguably the most fun.
 
There is a lot of research out there on what types of training work best for us vets. I would
recommend Joe Friel’s book "Faster after 50".
 
High intensity training is your friend - the way to keep your speed is to do speedy
training. There is good evidence that doing interval training focussed on “aerobic
capacity” (VO2 max) is the best way to keep fit and to improve your overall health. Some
studies showed no deterioration in VO2 max in those athletes with high intensity training. 
That’s fast short reps, at about 1.5km-5km pace for 1-4 minutes. Aerobic capacity training
helps to maintain hormone levels that maintain muscle strength. Muscle strength improves
fitness, reduces injury and increases VO2 max, so win-win.  However, it’s easy to get an
injury, so be progressive in your training load. It’s better to do less but really go for the
speed rather than more reps but getting slower. A good tip from Joe Friel is to not do the
one last rep that you think you could just about do! It will be the one that gives you that
injury, or means you need an extra few days in recovery. Consistency is your friend -
Overload a little rather than a lot, but do it consistently. If you do too much inadvertently,
then listen to your body and take extra recovery.
 
Lactate threshold training is also important, and again will decrease more as you get older
if you don’t specifically train it. That’s at the pace you could maintain for an hour,



somewhere between 10k and HM paces, for say 20-30 min, or in long intervals with short
gaps.
 
You should definitely incorporate hard resistance training with weights or resistance bands
to maintain muscle strength, bulk and function. This helps to protect our joints and reduce
injury. Do be very careful on any stretching though - it’s easy to over-stretch older
ligaments and tendons, which are less elastic and prone to injury. Many physios now
suggest from research that stretching does more harm than good, especially to vets, but
do what feels right to you - if you’ve always found it helpful then continue with care. Only
stretch when fully warm and take longer to do both the warm up and each stretch. No
bounces as demonstrated by Jane Fonda! If you don’t remember her classes then you are
not old enough to be reading this!
 
Volume and density of training. When you’re over 50 the total volume of work
(distance=time) has to go down. This can be mitigated by retirement, which reduces your
overall life-load somewhat (can’t wait!!), but that’s not the case for most of us in our 50s.
Obviously, the amount of volume that you can tolerate is individual, as at any age, but
expect it to be less than in your 40s or before. To reduce your overall volume, you have to
reduce your “everyday run” to a lesser time or frequency (or maybe even get rid of it
altogether), so that you can keep doing your high intensity training. That’s not to say don’t
do any “social” or easy runs, but don’t make them all that you do if you want to maintain
your health and fitness. Reduce density, so that hard runs are still there, but with more
spacing/recovery.....
 
Recovery is paramount when over 50. High intensity training only improves your
fitness with proper recovery. You cannot bash yourself up every day and expect that the
wheels will not fall off anymore. You will get injured and/or ill. Tendons take longer to repair
the micro-damage done with every run - even an easy one. Schedule active recovery days
frequently in your programme, not just once a week. Maybe try hiking with a pack, some
easy cross training, Yoga, light resistance bands with mobility, or maybe just a busy day at
work! Use different muscles and tendons, or use them differently to running, so that they
can recover. If it’s all going well and you feel well recovered then you could do a short
easy run.
 
Hydrate well, to improve tendon and muscle recovery. Actively work at eating well by meal
planning, and really prioritise sleep. Our days of eating junk, drinking too much and getting
away with it are also behind us. Keeping muscle and fitness requires the proper fuel, with
a good balance of macro- and micro- nutrients in every meal. This can fit with all dietary
choices, vegan, vegetarian, omni, pescatarian etc. All athletes should eat a mix of protein
and carbs to facilitate muscle building within half an hour after any hard workout that will
have caused some muscle damage (high intensity running or weight lifting). Older athletes
need more protein to rebuild; studies have recommended 40g for older athletes vs 25g for
a young adult.
 
Sleep is even more important, because it’s when we circulate hormones that restore
muscles, but annoyingly is quite elusive with increasing age. Naps can be a good way to
get extra early phase sleep, which increases growth hormone. Testosterone comes with
REM sleep, which is late in the cycle and so try not to shorten sleep further with early
alarms.



 
How to put this together? A few programme examples:
 
9 day programme:
One of the bonuses of being elite or retired (or so I’m told, as I’m neither!) is that you can
design your training week around your training rather than around work. So, Paula
Radcliffe did not have a 7 day programme, and neither does Tom Hutchison. For example,
one 9 day system that works for some vets is: Day 1 Run, Day 2 S&C, Day 3 recovery
then repeat x3 with the 3 runs being VO2max training, LT training and a long, slower run.  
Tom has an 8 day programme.
 
7 day programme:
If you are not so fortunate and work-life flexible and still on a 7 day week, then how about
this example?
Mon: active recovery
Tue: interval training & Paul’s core session!
Wed: active recovery
Thu: LT training
Fri: heavy weight training
Sat: active recovery
Sun: medium steady or progression run, or longer slow run depending on your targets
 
So, should we keep training, or age “gracefully”, like our non-running friends would
advise? Pah!! Absolutely we should keep training - hard and fast; that has been shown to
be best for our overall health, life expectancy and also our happiness! 
 
So, in summary, you can keep your speed, fitness and health best by training hard to
preserve aerobic capacity, Lactate threshold, muscle function/economy, and particularly
benefitting from that by recovering well, focussing on sleep and healthy eating.
  
Enjoy!



Do what Ilana says and you too can continue to have as much fun running as she does!

Should the Club embrace age grading and adopt
a new club competition?
By Mike Dooley 
 
Age grading has been embraced by many running clubs including our nearest running
club neighbours to determine the outcome of their annual league table competitions and
how they report race success. Are we at TBAC missing something? This article helps
provide a little more context?
 
Age graded tables have been developed by the World Association of Veteran Athletes
(WAVA), the world governing body for track & field, long distance running and race walking
for veteran athletes. Age graded tables were first published in 1989 and most recently
revised in 2015. Age grading is a means of adjusting an athlete's performance according
to their age and gender.
 
The tables work by recording the world record performance for each available age and
distance for both men and women, and each available world performance against its
associated age and gender. This results in an age-graded table that shows how much a
typical person's athletic performance improves during youth and declines with aging.
Thus, age graded tables convert a person's performance, no matter what his/her age, to
what it would have been in their prime – typically 25 yrs for shorter distances. It also
provides each individual with a percentage value. This enables athletes to judge their
performance in any event without bias to age or sex. The standards correspond
approximately to world-record marks for a person of that age and sex in that event.



 
Achievement levels:

100% = Approximate World Record Level
Over 90% = World Class
Over 80% = National Class
Over 70% = Regional Class
Over 60% = Local Class

An example:
Cath Dale (apologies but it was our most recent category win) – Cath recorded a 10k time
of 44:23.9 for the Castle Combe Chilly 10k on 6 Dec as a WV50. The world record for a
WV50 running 10k is currently 34:14 (Linda Somers – United States).
 
The WAVA calculator converts Linda Somers 10k WV50 world record into seconds. Then
compares this time in seconds to Cath’s time to deliver it as a % of that time. Once a %
has been determined, it is then possible to determine what a W25 would achieve if they
ran at the same %, to derive an age-graded time. 
 
To work through the maths for this example:
Cath’s time of 44:23 = 2663 seconds.
Linda Somers time 34:14 = 2054 seconds.
Cath achieved 77% of the world record time ie 100 x (2054/2663).
Using the World Athletics WAVA calculator 77 % of the current W25 runners equates to
38:56 if she were performing at an equivalent level of fitness as she currently is today as a
WV50.
 
There is a minor health warning on the maths: the reason for using the British Masters
WAVA calculator (link at bottom of this article) rather than reverting to the maths
(seconds/percentage etc.) is that the number of records broken across road/track/field/XC
etc. mean that the algorithm is only updated periodically – the last time was 2015 across
all disciplines. Therefore, the most recent records will not provide the very latest time to
compare the rest of the athletics cohort against. Consequently, British
Athletics/Organisations/Clubs use the WAVA calculator rather than the purist one using
the maths above.
 
What are the benefits to adopting Age Grading?
 
There are two main benefits. Firstly, by adjusting an athlete's performance, no matter what
his/her age, to what it would have been in their prime years, it allows an individual to
compare back to previous performances. It allows an athlete to seriously target PBs
throughout their running career.
 
Secondly, converting an athlete's performance into an age-graded result enables a fair
comparison between athletes of different ages and genders (as many of our fellow Clubs
do in deriving their Age Graded Club Championship tables). This should lead to some very
interesting results and should act as additional motivation for all of our club members – not
just the vets, to compare themselves nationally by age/gender.
 



Age Graded Comparisons – whilst I have mentioned times – this is interesting but what is
far more important is how a performance compares nationally by %.
 
Using the WAVA age grading calculator a M25 running 10km on the track needs to run
30:59 secs to achieve 85% (more precisely, 84.99%) and for a road 10k it is 31:35. Same
again for females - a female would need to achieve 35:19 10k on the track and 35:41 for a
road 10k to be at 85.01%.
 
Therefore, in order to reflect a fair comparison between male and female club runners,
positions within the Age Graded club championship tables should be derived using Age
Graded Performance Percentages, rather than Age Graded Adjusted Times.
 
So what next?
 
Our only current Club league table is the 5k time trial league table (other clubs: AVR,
Chippenham Harriers, Corsham and even Britain’s larger clubs like Serpentine all run a
WAVA club championship covering a wider range of events) – The TBAC championship is
solely based on running time and does not reflect where our members compare with their
peers nationally or internationally for age and sex. By contrast for example the Serpentine
Club championship seeks to place everyone on a level playing field, with runners
competing for championship achievements based on the highest WAVA percentage from
any 5 championship races – these range from Marathon through to track – their athletes
can choose from a wide range of acceptable championship qualifying events and over the
year submit their best 5 WAVA percentage performances.
 
This example is Serpentine’s approach, but others are out there. So perhaps it is time for
TBAC to look at what other running clubs are doing, embrace equality and adopt an age
graded championship – the 5k time trial could still count of course – but based on the age
graded % and not outright time. We could also include XC, national 10ks, etc. It will
certainly encourage all of our runners to put in consistent training if they desire
improvement or even a podium position in the Club championship. 
 
Finally, I have already run this year’s TT results through the WAVA calculator if TBAC
members would like to see them. I chose not to include them here as it may be too much
for some who may not agree with this approach. Should the demand be there – then of
course I will release the revised table that shows how we ran by % against our age/sex
peers nationally – it certainly changes who gets what prizes based on their age/sex
related performances.
 
The WAVA Calculator can be accessed at this link: WAVA Calculator
 

http://teambathac.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=BA85855&e=11C362E&c=F196A&t=0&email=u629SG%2BpQUdkh01Z1H9aoWjd3CZMXyVOfNcRodO0Zw0%3D&seq=1


Something to aim for (gulp!)... Fiona Matheson WV55 World 3km record holder clocking
10:21.52 in January 2017; alongside Tommy Hughes MV60 World Marathon record
holder, taking the title October last year in 2:30:02. 

British Masters Athletics Virtual 10k Challenge
27th December 2020 - 3rd January 2021
By The Editor
 
603 veterans entered the BMA 10k that opened its window to post a time after Boxing
Day. Perhaps a little too soon after festive indulgences, the Club fielded only a modest
selection from its wealth of vets. Nonetheless, well done to all 10 who posted a result; and
particular kudos to Mike and Cath for finishing 2nd and 4th in their respective categories.
Racing (albeit virtually) against a highly competitive, national field of athletes, makes their
results especially impressive.



DB Max Castle Combe 10k
3rd January 2021
By The Editor
 
A trio of TBAC vets also raced at Castle Combe last Sunday, all 3 placing well in their
respective categories. Special kudos to Claire who took 2nd WV40 in what would have
surely been another competitive field.
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